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Chapter 4 

The Female Side of Crime: Film Noir's Femme 
Fatale and the Dark Side of Modernity 

Elisabeth Bronfen 

As Vivian Sobchack pointedly notes, ' it is now a commonplace to regard film 
noir during the peak years of its production as a pessimistic cinematic response 
to volatile social and economic conditions of the decade immediately following 
World War H.' While the narrative resolution of women's melodramas from 
the home front, such as Mrs. Miniver (1942) or Since You Went Away (1944), 
celebrate the reunion of the family, film noir highlights how precarious the 
veteran's homecoming can be. Indeed, as Sobchack goes on to argue, film noir 
can be seen as 'playing out negative dramas of post-war masculine trauma and 
gender anxiety brought on by wartime destabilization of the culture's domestic 
economy and a consequent "deregulation" of the institutionalized and partriar-
chally informed relationship between men and women' (1998, p. 130) .1 

The heroes of film noir repeatedly find themselves penetrating the dark 
world of an urban war zone and venturing into a disorienting, fascinating, and 
at the same time threatening counterworld of corruption, intrigue, betrayal 
and decadence from which they can escape only through death. Paul Schrader, 
who in such films as American Gigolo (1980) and Light Sleeper (1992) reconceived 
the genre of film noir to foreground the criminal streak of the economic bubble 
of the 1980s, in turn, argued that the psychological and social anxieties 
portrayed by this genre not only articulate a disillusionment that was a response 
in part to the false optimism of war propaganda produced by the Office of 
Strategic Services once the Japanese had bombed Pearl Harbor, drawing 
Hollywood into its war effort, but that these films also register the suspicions 
and conspiracy theories that emerged as a result of the new international enmity 
called the Cold War. 

Schrader, however, goes on to suggest that film noir can also be seen as a 
cogent response to the demand by post-war realism for a more honest and 
harsh view of the social antagonisms subtending the troubled domestic econ-
omy of the period. Recalling how much the noir style in post-war Hollywood 
can be attributed to the presence of immigrant actors, directors, screenplay 
writers and technicians, whose schooling in German Expressionism inflected 
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the cinematic language of distortion privileged by this genre, he claims: 'When 
in the late Forties, Hollywood decided to paint it black, there were no greater 
masters of chiaroscuro than the Germans' (Schrader, 1996, p. 55). As film noir 
comes to reconfigure the classic Warner Brothers gangster films of the 1930s, it 
also sheds a darker light on the ever more sinister enrneshment between the 
world of crime, political corruption, and an obsessive investigative urge on the 
part of the FBI and other police institutions. Indeed, crime culture emerges as 
a particularly useful trope for an economic expansion gone awry, where the 
thin line between individual resourcefulness and transgression of the law comes 
to be more and more blurred, as upward mobility becomes an opportunity as 
much as a fatal lure . 

Hollywood's crime culture, as Michael Wood has pointed out, effectively 
broke down the class division on the level of fantasy, offering stories of 
economic success. Yet the stories it told remained deeply conflicted: 'They show 
us what life would look like if crime did pay; and more powerfully and more 
ominously, they hint that crime ... is probably the only road to a life like this. 
And the conclusion of such logic, since crime and the taming of terror are out 
for most of us, is that this life is out for most of us.' Given that these dark films 
of the 1940s and 1950s were as much a source of admonishment as dreams to 
emulate, he concludes, they show the good life which the American pursuit of 
happiness yearns for, only here it is 'seen to be striped with shadows, and 
although we perhaps don't have much sense of what the shadows mean while we 
are at the movies, they are unmistakably there for us , converting these comfort-
able homes and promising streets into a scenery offear'(Wood, 1975, p. 103). 

It follows that the flourishing of these dark b-pictures cannot simply be 
reduced to the gender discontent of post-war American culture. Rather, the 
popularity of this fatalistic vision of the world draws our attention to the man-
ner in which this particular fi lm genre came to fruitfully negotiate the dark side 
of the modern condition hurnaine in more general terms: the disaffecting ano-
nymity of urban centres, the sense of estrangement at the work place caused by 
increasing indeed the dispossession and displacement of 
large sectors of the American workforce, as industry moved randomly from one 
locality to another. Indeed, it is too limiting to locate the sense of a paranoid 
universe transmitted by film noir - the impression that its protagonists were 
fatefully trapped in a disempowering world that denied them all agency - only 
in the context of the transitional and politically unstable historical period 
stretching from 1941, when America entered the Second World War, to the late 
1950s post-war and Cold War era. Instead, it is equally fruitful to ask how film 
noir both reflects and contests the blanc modernism of 1930s Hollywood, with 
the glamorous three-point lighting of its stars, the witty dialogues of the sophis-
ticated comedies, the escapist fantasies of its musicals, and the uncontended 
optimism of its melodramas. I suggest thinking about the sense of lightness 
transmitted both formally and narratively by such genre films in relation to 
what I am calling a white dimension of the modernist movement - namely those 
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forces concerned with the hope of innovation, emancipation and progress. 
In this I am picking up on Jacques Ranciere's discussion of modernity as an 
aesthetic anticipation of the future , as 'the idea of the potentiality inherent in 
the innovative sensible modes of experience that anticipate a community to 
come' (2006, p. 30). Taking the notion of constant self-transformation and self-
reliance to its extreme, film noir thrives on the dark side of this American 
dream, disclosing that an unencumbered insistence on defining oneself accord-
ing to ones desires may allow those not as privileged as the splendid rich of the 
leisured class to break into wealth. Yet this economic breakthrough often results 
in precisely the enmeshment of creativity with violence, characteristic of the 
vitality and resilience of the American immigrant story. Pursuing ones right to 
prosperity, success and happiness in the way Emerson and Thoreau argued one 
could by disassociating oneself from the conventions of society, may mean going 
to the limit, regardless of the costs . But where the transcendentalists could 
still imagine this as a gesture of self-liberation, anticipating white modernity'S 
narratives of economic, aesthetic or ethic self-transformation, film noir focuses 
on the impossibility of escape except in death. 

Known for its two-point and low-key lighting, producing long shadows on 
walls into which sinister characters could disappear, its drawn shades, enclosing 
characters in shady nets so as to signal their fateful imprisonment in sombre 
machinations, film noir privileges shades of darkness for both it.s visual and its 
thematic tones. Many films belonging to this genre begin with a credit sequence 
that shows the bright lights of an urban city, and even if their narratives include 
scenes that take place during the day, one has the impression that once a char-
acter has given in to the fascinating promise of crime, he or she perceives the 
world now through a nocturnal lens. The film technique ofnoir mirrors this as 
well. Because nocturnal filming was still an anomaly in the 1940s, a special filter 
was necessary to simulate a nocturnal world, in a technique called 'day for 
night', even though the scenes were actually shot in the day. If, then one focuses 
specifically on how the night comes to serve as a stage for states of transgression 
and fatality in film noir, the toxic underbelly of the blanc world of classic moder-
nity, with its celebration of technology, urban freedom and gender, class and 
race emancipation, comes ever more into focus. The nocturnal settings of film 
noir open up a cinematic site for heists, fatal love stories, or murder plots. 
At the same time, one of the impulses of film noir follows the command, 'Let 
there be light.' Thus the night also serves as a time zone one enters so as to 
disclose not only individual crimes, but also political corruption and with it the 
dark side of the law. Sometimes those who enter this nocturnal world are cops, 
sometimes private detectives or journalist, sometimes the friends of a man 
unjustly charged with a crime. The voyage to the end of the night all these char-
acters undertake is meant to bring to light what others had sought to cover up, 
often in the form of a confession. Whether they are sitting alone in a dark 
room or together with an officer of the law in an interrogation room, the stories 
the strangely disaffected heroes and heroines of film noir tell shed light on 
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nocturnal events, even while we see these as flashbacks on the screen. The 
illumination their confession affords corresponds to the beam of light of the 
projector, as it passes over a strip of film, projected onto a white screen in a dark 
space. 

To revisit film noir in an effort to map its use of the night as stage and state of 
mind for transgression proves, however, to be particularly revealing in relation 
to the question of a gendering of the night, so that the issue of sexual differ-
ence returns, though on a different level. Indeed, let us return once more to 
Sobchack's claim that central to film noir's sober view of American culture's 
effort to reassert the lost social order of peacetime was a rethinking of the 
domestic space, which, owing to the economic independence given to women 
during the war period, could not be reconvened without factoring in a change 
in feminine self-definition. Called upon by American politicians to give back 
their job to the G. I.Joes returning home, American women were compelled to 
return to the domestic sphere. Because they were often dissatisfied about their 
removal from the workplace and the economic self-esteem that went with it, the 
idealized home emerged not only as a mythic construct, but more importantly 
a new site of contention, now not between Americans and their external 
enemies in combat, but between American men and women exploring new 
modes of co-existence. If the women who had so efficiently worked on the home 
front could never be sure that the returning veterans had curbed the lust to kill, 
for which they had been trained in boot camp, the veterans themselves had to 
contest with a feminine insistence on self-empowerment. As a trope for this 
destabilization of the feminine home-maker, the self-assured femme fatale, 
willing to do what it takes to acquire the money and freedom she desired, how-
ever, not only reflected on the situation of women at the end of the Second 
World War. She also questioned how stable, secure and ideal the domestic world 
had been before the war, implicitly recalling the new women of the pre-war 
period; the urban flapper, the successful showgirl, as well as the resourceful 
worker of economic success stories such asJohn Stahl's Imitation of Life (1934) . 
Indeed, as a figure of social instability, the femme fatale came, in retrospect, to 
occupy the site where Hollywood could negotiate the fears invoked by the 
successful, empowered and independent working woman that had helped 
America get through the Great Depression. If, as part of the war effort, 'Rosie 
the Riveter' had proved her metal in the factories set up all over the country by 
the war department, it is precisely this resilient ingenuity, which resurfaced in a 
dark mode at the heart of narratives about the crime culture, which came to 
displace both the external and the internal front once the war had been won. 

If the night is the privileged stage for the narratives of a fatal pursuit of 
happiness, power and prosperity, which film noir focuses on, is there a specific 
connection between this dark world and femininity? If the culture of antiquity 
had imagined the night as a maternal figure, cradling her children to death 
and sleep in her arms, this feminine embodiment of the night didn't only have 
a cultural survival in the painting of the nineteenth century, where we see Nyx 
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huddled inside a cave (Joachim von Sandrart's 'Allegory of the Night' [1650]), 
or flying above an idyllic landscape (Karl Friedrich Schinkel 'Night, wrapped in 
a wide cloth, floating over the golf of Naples' [1834]). Rather, it is my claim that 
this mythic figure returns in the nocturnal world of film noir as the femme fatale. 
Representing the dark side of justice, which punishes the transgressions of the 
night in the night, and as such uncovers social and cultural antagonisms 
inscribed within the project of modernity and its claim to universal emancipa-
tion and self-determination, these fatal women force the noir hero to acknowl-
edge the consequences of his transgressive desire. However, while noir heroes 
violate both the laws of the everyday and those of rationality, the femme fatale 
follows a didactic project. Luring her deluded lover into the dangerous world 
of crime, she ultimately forces him to recognize that he had wanted to be 
betrayed by precisely the nocturnal dreams and ambitions she had embodied 
for him. Within a culture in which the American dream had moved ever closer 
to crime, she emerges as the dark side of modernity that works in the night for 
a new day, for a dream of America that is achievable, but not yet achieved. 

In Jules Dassin's The Naked City (1948), the dream of glamorous success in 
New York City, as well as the fatal failure of those infected by this promise, is 
negotiated over the tragic fate of J ane Dexter, Shot in the style of a documen-
tary film , Dasin's story begins the morning after her murder and depicts two 
days of the police investigation, in which the city, the night and the transgres-
sive woman emerge as mutually implicated. What the detective assigned to her 
case discovers is that Jean was the head of a band of jewellery thieves, who 
ultimately fell victim to their own naked violence. Her unabashed desire for 
money and glamour are thus presented as the result of the seduction of the 
neon-lights of the big city. At the same time, she is herself complicitous with this 
fatal force , given that she infected others with her transgressive desire. Conflat-
ing a dangerous feminine will to self-determination and economic success with 
the sparkling lights of nocturnal New York, the role Jean plays in the fantasies 
of her survivor is ambivalent. For the readers of the daily newspaper, she is only 
a brief event, for the police merely one of many victims of the naked city. For 
her parents she is a sad example of the American dream gone awry. But to her 
fiance she appears at night as a phantom lady. We will never know whether he 
will be able to resist the lure of the big city. But what we do know is that she 
inspires him to dream about the fatal woman and her demise . Her escape from 
the small town conventions and petit bourgeois constraints, fatal as it was, is 
one he still dreams of achieving. 

Many films noirs have a male voice-over, offering a commentary on why the 
hero fell for the allure of a woman, who called forth fantasies about how, for 
once, he might be lucky. Noir heroines, in turn, rarely take centre stage and 
more often than not have no say in how their story comes to be told. Neverthe-
less, these fatal seductresses dominate the fate in store for all those who embark 
upon nocturnal adventures, because they not only confuse, betray, warn, teach 
and sometimes even save the noir heroes. They are also the ones who draw 
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these men into experiences that can only end in failure, destruction and death , 
and in so doing embody the dark side of modernity, foregrounding a fatalistic 
understanding of human existence. Indeed, one might say that, precisely 
because the narration of these stories is focalized by men who want to be duped, 
the noir heroines not only mirror the desires and anxieties of their deluded 
lovers. Their mysterious attraction also corresponds to the unfathomability of 
the night itself. Given that their story exceeds what the male voice-over has to 
tell, they function as the dark vanishing-point of a narrative which they call 
forth, even while it never fully contains them. 

My contention is that, to look at film noir under the auspices of the night, 
brings to the foreground a significant gendering of this chronotopos in rela-
tion to what I want to call a dark condition modeme: noir heroines, inhabiting the 
night with a confidence lacking in their male counterparts, offer a panoply of 
ways in which modern human existence is influenced by accident and fate. 
If film noir presents us with a differentiated palette of shades of the colour 
black, so, too, the manner in which the noir heroine embarks upon her idiosyn-
cratic pursuit of happiness is everything but single coloured. This means that 
noir's femmes fatales cannot be reduced to any simple formula. At stake, instead, 
is the relation these dark women entertain to the manner in which the night as 
stage and state of mind conjoins protection, fantasy work and death in a way to 
correct the optimism of blanc modernism. In contrast to the showgirl, the secre-
tary, the business woman or the glamorous femme du monde we find in other 
genre films of the period, the femme fatale of film noir chooses neither the stage, 
nor the workplace nor a wise marriage to improve herself in accordance with 
her dreams for worldly success, prosperity and happiness. Instead, she turns to 
crime as her way out of stifling living conditions, be this a boring home, an 
unpromisingjob or an emotionally dissatisfying marriage. Rather than trusting 
in her family, her community or her work to help her develop her inherent 
potential for self-improvement or self-realization, she seeks to emancipate 
herself by transgressing social codes. Yet although she is driven by a keen indi-
vidual desire for freedom (beyond the constraints her family and her society 
impose) and money (beyond what she can legally earn), and as such seemingly 
outside the collective drive towards improvement which both Roosevelt's New 
Deal and then the war effort came to stand for, the femme fatale does not recede 
completely into a subjective world of transgression . Rather, she comes out on 
the side of the law, albeit not the law of diurnal cultural codes, but the law of 
disclosing all codes as constraints, even if symbolically necessary to hold the 
community together. She does not break into wealth or happiness, nor does she 
break down into madness, delusion and self-destruction. Her decision to move 
into crime - and it is always a conscious one, not a spontaneous impulse - is an 
ethical choice to break out of a condition she cannot tolerate. It disregards its 
impact on the future, and lacks any concern for a community to come. 

One must thus ask: If these noir heroines long for self-expenditure, is it 
different from the jouissance that drives their blinded lovers into the night? It is, 
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indeed, my contention that the femme fatale obliquely represents diurnal law, 
because by luring the hero into his destruction, she brings about not only his 
punishment but insists on a recognition of the impossibility to transgress 
cultural laws, even if - or precisely because - to insist on one's freedom one 
must strive against all cultural restraints. Indeed, in the world offilm noir, where 
actions occur accidentally on purpose, the femme fatale functions both as the 
screen for fantasies of omnipotence and as the agent who, by ultimately facing 
the consequences of her noir actions, comes to reveal the fragility not only of 
any sense of omnipotence that transgression of the law affords, but, indeed, of 
what it means to be a modern subject. Hers is precisely the refusal to be fully 
subsumed by symbolic laws, which according to Mladen Dolar, is the sign that 
the process by which an individual turns into a subject interpellated by ideology 
is never complete. She refuses, even ifit means she pays with her life. As Dolar 
explains, 'there is always a part of the individual that cannot successfully pass 
into the subject, an element of "pre-ideological" and "pre-subjective" materia 
prima that comes to haunt subjectivity once it is constituted as such' (1993, 
p. 77) . While the femme fatale (as an embodiment of what I a,m calling noir 
modernity) has subscribed of her own free will to the cultural laws which inter-
pellate her, by living her life within the constraints of what is determined to be 
legal action, she is, at the same time, haunted by desires for forbidden pleas-
ures, for illegal actions, which she initially fosters in the intimacy of her psychic 
reality. When, however, the chance to act on and indeed fulfil these fantasies 
suddenly, and to a degree unexpectedly opens up, she acts without hesitation 
because she has always anticipated this moment. Mladen Dolar, indeed, asserts 
that the subject is not so much what makes ideology work. Rather, the 'subject 
merges where ideology fails' . Given that 'all the formations of the unconscious 
have this in common, they are accompanied by a "this is not me", "I was not 
there", although they were produced by this subject. They depend on the emer-
gence of an 'alien kernel' within subjectivity, an automatism beyond control, 
the break-down, in certain points, of the constituted horizon of recognition 
and sense', (Dolar, 1993, p. 78) and, I would add , binding legal, social codes. 

If then, subjectivity ultimately marks the failure to fully become a subject of a 
given ideology, it is this dark side of the subject the femme fatale puts on display 
by moving into crime - in her case specifically the dark side of an American 
dream aimed at working in and for a community to come. As such, the femme 
fatale emerges as a dark figure of enlightenment. Blind optimism, she suggests, 
is not a viable option. In Double Indemnity, a film that came out one year before 
the Second World War would come to an end, Billy Wilder chooses his noctur-
nal heroine as the ethical centre of a tale about how, once one has embarked 
on the dark path of illegality, it is straight down the line for all involved. One 
afternoon, Waiter Neff (Fred MacMurray), agent for the All Risk Insurance 
Company, happens to ring the doorbell of Phyllis Dietrichson (Barbara 
Stanwyck), seeking to renew the policy on her husband's car. In the opening 
sequence, this femme fatale leans over the railing on the second floor of her 
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home and gazes at the young man, who has followed her housekeeper into the 
entrance hall. He has disturbed her sunbathing, and she, wrapped only in her 
bathing towel, towers over him like a love goddess. The excessive blond hair 
leaves no doubt in our mind that she is not to be trusted. In the shadow of her 
living room a verbal sparring match unfolds, during which feminine seduction 
and masculine desire for risk entwine. They talk about insurance, yet safety is 
precisely what neither of them is after. Phyllis promises erotic bliss, but the con-
tract she proposes to Waiter is of a different nature. He is to trick her husband 
into signing a life insurance policy with a double indemnity clause, and then 
help her murder him to get the money. Although their first encollnter takes 
place in the afternoon, the artificial lighting of the living room highlights the 
fact that both have entered a fatal scene offantasy. 

Initially, Waiter is able to leave without compromising himself, but Phyllis has 
recognized that he is only waiting to be deceived by her. She waits for night to 
visit him in his apartment, where he is sitting alone in the dark, as though their 
meeting that afternoon had plunged him into a mental darkness only she can 
illuminate. Upon entering, she turns on the light, but he remains in the 
shadows as he listens to her talk about the unbearable marriage she violently 
wishes to bring to an end. At the same time, her story is also illuminating to us , 
given that we come to realize how fully cognizant she is of the consequences of 
her actions. She is willing to pay any price for her freedom, while not deluding 
herself about what Waiter's true interest in her case is. Although he pretends 
that he is after the love and the money this dangerously alluring woman seems 
to promise, their acc idental meeting offers him a different opportunity he has 
been longing for. As an insurance agent he has been obsessed with finding a 
way to trick his company and thus prove he is more clever at fraud than the men 
and women who have tried to deceive him. What is therefore significant 
about the fatal bond the two noir lovers enter, then, is not only the fact that the 
murder of Mr Dietrichson allows them to realize their respective clandestine 
desires. Rather what Billy Wilder reveals is that these desires are not the same, 
and indeed not even compatible. 

Important for my claim that Wilder's fernrne fatale emerges as a complex 
character, with a subjectivity of her own, is the fact that while she beguiles 
Waiter, Phyllis is at no point herself deluded. She does not think of herself as an 
innocent victim of dark circumstance, but rather shamelessly manipulates her 
lover, even while recognizing the fatality of her actions. It is for this reason that 
Billy Wilder offers us a series of close-ups of his femme fatale. In the first instance 
she is standing lost in thought on the threshold to her home after her husband 
has unwittingly signed his own death warrant. The murder she is dreaming 
about at this point will also be referred to via a subtle facial gesture . While, a few 
weeks later, Waiter strangles Mr Dietrichson from the back seat of his car, Wilder 
again offers us a close-up of his femrne fatale. Initially we see her thinking soberly 
about the reality of the killing she has provoked, then suddenly quiet joy spreads 
across Barbara Stanwyck's face. 
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On the evening after the inquest, in which the judge declares the death of 
her husband to have been an accident, she visits Waiter but waits to enter his 
home, because she hears the voice of his colleague (Edward G. Robinson) com-
ing from inside the apartment. Charged with investigating the Dietrichson 
insurance claim, Keyes is angrily vociferating that he would like to hand the 
widow over to the police. In her face we see signs of trepidation at the thought 
that the law might, after all, catch up with her. At the same time we get a sense 
that she is privy to the way Waiter will sacrifice her to protect himself. For this 
reason she asks him to come to the supermarket they have chosen as their 
clandestine meeting point. Initially wearing sunglasses to shade her eyes 
(Figure 4.1), she takes these off as she declares that she will not withdraw her 
claim. 'We went into this together, and we are getting out together', she assures 
him. ' It's straight down the line for both of us. ' In her uncompromising gaze we 
are asked to recognize that she will not cede her lethal desire, even if it means 
she will pay with her life. 

While she thus recognizes the fragility of her nocturnal pursuit of happiness, 
Waiter, by contrast, foolishly believes that he can absolve himself of guilt by 
killing off the woman who inspired his dark fantasies. They meet one last time 
in the darkened living room of her home. Because she rightly assumes that he 
has come to kill her, she has placed a gun underneath her seat and with it fires 
the first shot. At this point, however, she drops the gun. One last time Wilder 
offers us a close-up of her face, while, having begun to embrace her faithless 
lover, she confesses, ' I never loved you nor anybody else. I used you,just as you 
said, until the minute when I couldn't fire the second shot.' For Billy Wilder's 

FIGURE 4.1 Billy Wilder's Double Indemnity (1944) 
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femme fatale, to inhabit the night with confidence means to recognize the 
moment when one must relinquish all deception and look one's fate straight in 
the eye. Waiter, in turn, tenaciously holds onto his delusions and fires his gun. 
We see a flicker of astonishment on Barbara Stanwyck's face and then she briefly 
winces at the pain she has begun to feel. Death, the counterpart of her dream 
of freedom, is not terrible to her. She has acknowledged her tragic fate as the 
necessary consequence of her actions, because at this point she has relinquished 
all self-delusion. 

As an embodiment of the dark side of modernity, the femme fatale comes to 
acknowledge her responsibility for her fate, while the hero she involves in her 
transgressive plot is characterized by the exact opposite attitude, namely a 
desire to stave off knowledge of his own fallibility at all cost. Though from the 
moment they lay eyes on each other, both find themselves looking at their world 
through the dark lens of their desires, the manner in which the law of causation 
catches up with them is radically different. If the contingent turn from free 
choice to inevitability is aligned with a masculine gaze appropriating a seduc-
tive feminine body, one must not overlook the fact that as bearer of the hero's 
look, it is the femme fatale who manipulates the outcome of their fatal meeting. 
It may be a coincidence that this particular man has caught her in his field of 
vision, but she has been expecting someone like him to do precisely that. She 
knows all along that she is fated and can, therefore, turn what is inevitable into 
a source of power. Or put another way, precisely because she does not deny the 
lethal consequences of a refusal to cede her desire, she is a figure of insight, not 
denial. Indeed, the classic femme fatale has enjoyed such popularity because she 
is not only sexually uninhibited but also unabashedly independent and ruth-
lessly ambitious, using her seductive charms and her intelligence to liberate 
herself from the imprisonment of an unfulfilling marriage. Furthermore, 
though she gains power over the noir hero by nourishing his sexual fantasies, 
her own interest is only superficially erotic. She entertains a narcissistic pleas-
ure at the deployment of her own ability to dupe the men who fall for her, even 
as she is merciless in manipulating them for her own ends. Duplicity thus 
emerges as her most seminal value, insofar as she is not simply willing to delude 
anyone in order to get the money and the freedom she is after, but because she 
will never show her true intentions to anyone, especially not the hero she has 
inveigled, even if this entails not only his death but also her own. 

One could speak of a dark modem subjectivity in conjunction with the femme 
fatale in part because she inevitably comes to recognize that her radical insist-
ence on independence is a delusion, which was meant to stave off a recognition 
of her own fallibility. Even though, as Paul a Rabinowitz notes, 'She is false, 
a double-crosser, so even if she is after the goods, they will elude her', (2002, 

p. 143) at the moment of anagnorisis, she can recognize her desire for freedom 
as attainable only in death. At the same time, in that she uses her seductive pow-
ers to lead the noir hero from the sunlit exterior into a nocturnal world oftrans-
gressions, betrayals and, ultimately, his demise, she also embodies the proximity 
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of modern existence and the death drive, as Freud put it. On the one hand, one 
could speak of her as a figure of male fantasy, articulating both a fascination for 
the sexually aggressive woman, as well as anxieties about feminine domination. 
As Joan Copjec argues, in order to indemnify herself against the dangers of 
sexuality, the noir hero treats her as his double, to which he surrenders the fatal 
enjoyment he cannot himself sustain (1993, p. 193). On the other hand, the 
femmefataleis more than simply a symptom of the hero's erotic ambivalence. She 
sustains his self-delusion, but also gives voice to a feminine desire that may 
include him in order to attain its aim, but also exceeds his fantasy realm. In her 
insistence that 'it's straight down the line for both' of them, she can be under-
stood as moving towards an ethical act meant to radically undercut the blindness 
of self-preservation her lover seeks to entertain at all costs. Thus, regardless 
whether one chooses to read her as a symptom within a male fantasy or as a 
subject moving beyond male fantasy, the femme fatale renders visible the dark side 
of the American dream, that brings the death inscribed in any dream of wealth 
into the foreground (as Holbein's Ambassadors had already done anamorphoti-
cally at the beginning of modernity). If read as a symptom, she is denied human-
ity in the totalitarian fantasy scenario of the hero, whose aim is to avoid an 
acknowledgement of his own fallibility by transferring it to her body. If read as a 
subject moving beyond a totalizing fantasy threatening to engulf her, she 
emerges as the figure in the noir narrative who ultimately comes to accept her 
being towards death (Heidegger) as the logical consequence of insisting on a 
radical pursuit of personal freedom in which a desire for wealth rests upon the 
murder of someone else. Standing in opposition to a strand of American opti-
mism that sees individuals as masters of their own destiny, with a right to pursue 
happiness at all cost without paying the price, she insists not only on opening 
the eyes of her lover but also on opening ours, those of the viewers. 

In the world of film noir one can, however, also find delusion and betrayal 
cast in a mirthful tone. In Charles Vidor's Gilda (1946), Rita Hayworth uses her 
ravishing beauty to spur on a lethal love contest, even while the nocturnal phan-
tasmagoria she inspires has nothing fatal about it. Buenos Aires at the end of 
the Second World War, the city where she suddenly turns up as the wife of 
nightclub-owner Ballin Mundson (George Macready), functions as a liminal 
site between war and peace, as well as between the exotic and the familiar, As in 
Double Indemnity, the narrative begins in the afternoon, only in this case it is her 
husband who brings home the young man whom he has just hired as his new 
right hand. Initially the two men stand in the shadow before her door and listen 
to her singing to herself. As they enter the brightly lit interior of her private 
room, they see her practicing her art of seduction in front of a mirror. As her 
gaze falls on Johnny (Glenn Ford), whom Gilda immediately recognizes as her 
former lover from New York, her smile freezes into the mask of smooth 
elegance. She triumphantly stares at the man whom she knows to be utterly 
surprised to find her married, thus signalling to him that this is her revenge for 
his having abandoned her. 
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However, as was the case with the close-ups Billy Wilder gives to his femme 
fatale, so, too, Charles Vidor moves his camera towards Gilda's face and we 
recognize that within seconds her sparkling confidence has transformed into 
worried annoyance. The appearance of the two men will force her into playing 
a game, in which it is as yet unclear who will win and who will lose. She allows 
Ballin to kiss her, while focusing on Johnny with her gaze, because she is only 
too aware that the marriage she had entered upon in the hope of finding an 
easy life has suddenly transformed into a dark love intrigue. The casino, in 
which Gilda will aggressively display her charm, emerges as the stage for a dan-
gerous competition . She chooses to don the role of the infamous femme fatale 
Johnny takes her to be, ostentatiously flirting with other men. But she also uses 
this nocturnal stage to attack her former lover with her wit, and in so doing 
displays an intimacy from which he cannot withdraw. Significant in this version 
of the femme fatale is the way Gilda is driven by a mixture of courage and despair, 
because in this nocturnal world she is utterly alone. She has appropriated femi-
nine guile as her form of masquerade, believing this to be her only viable 
weapon in the menage a t'rois in which her suspicious husband has involved her 
and her former lover, testing his wife by finding out how Johnny will deal with 
his hurt pride. 

Gilda's strategy consists in consciously calling forth her former lover's anger. 
She hopes that by forcing him to recognize his passion for her, hate might again 
turn into love. The casino sets the perfect stage for a world in which Gilda can 
only tmst her luck, giving herself up completely to a game of deception, in 
which she can shamelessly exhibit her feminine charms, because all else lies 
beyond her control. This love comedy is noir not only because the backdrop to 
the lover's quarrel is a sinister battle for the global market of tungsten light, but 
also because of the logic of love it unfolds. Gilda seeks to perform the darkest 
fantasies Johnny has of the deceptive femme fatale, so that having come to the 
heart of darkness of his jealousy, he recognizes his hate to be the result of his 
heated imagination. If Gilda requires the artificial light of the casino to sparkle 
at the roulette table and the dance floor, she also requires his blind rage as the 
dark backdrop, from which she can emerge as his tme love. At the height of a 
carnival night, she will finally getJohnny to give in to her seduction. That same 
night her husband will feign an airplane accident in order to disappear, given 
his sinister connection to fascist politicians in South America. 

At this point in the story,Johnny is not yet ready to wake up from hisjealousy. 
Although he marries Gilda, he still wishes to punish her. She, however, knows 
how to retaliate, turning their noir romance into parodic excess. During what 
became an infamous striptease scene, Gilda (Figure 4.2) appears on the dance 
floor of the casino dressed in a tight, sleeveless satin gown. Her song invokes 
the figure of an originary femme fatale, mother of all catastrophe .. Put the blame 
on Mame', she repeatedly declares, while reducing all the wickedness of the 
world to the sensual body movements of a nightclub dancer. Cinematographi-
cally, the chann of the scene resides in the fact that Rita Hayworth is clearly 
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FIGURE 4.2 Charles Vidor's Gilda (1946) 

enjoying her celebration of the erotic power of the femme fatale. Her Gilda 
ironically smiles at the camera, as the spot light tracks her across the dark stage, 
signalling to us that she knows she is holding our attention. Impersonating 
feminine fatality, she is fully confident that she knows how to unleash her 
lover's jealousy. During her performance she slowly takes off only one glove, 
but once she is finished with her routine, she quickly throws the second one 
into the audience and follows this up by asking whether anyone can help her 
with her zipper. She knows thatJohnny will intervene in this scandalous specta-
cle, staged to force him to confront the truth of his dark fantasies about her. 
Ironically of course, after Look put Hayworth on its cover on 11 August 1941 she 
was to become one of the most famous pin-ups of the Second World War. The 
atom bomb, which the US military tested in the Bikini Atoll in 1947, was called 
Gilda and bore an image of this 'Love Goddess'. In what can only be called a 
dubious tribute to her star quality, the GIs and their superiors were so enthralled 
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with the feminine seductress of Charles Vidor's film noir that they were willing 
to feminize the instrument of military destruction par excellence, the Bomb. 

Rita Hayworth vehemently protested against the use of her star image for 
military purposes, and within the film narrative, her song about the destruction 
men attribute to feminine sexuality does call forth an act of real aggression on 
the part of her husband. And yet, while the violence with whichJohnny pulls his 
Gilda from the stage and slaps her may encompass an act of humiliation, the 
femrnefataleis anything but passive. Rather, Gilda has consciously provoked him, 
seeking to force him to recognize that at the heart of his violent outbreak of 
passion lies true love. In this noir spin on the classic blanc sophisticated comedy 
of the 1930s and 1940s, the femme fatale successfully corrects the deluded gaze 
of her lover. The tears with which she responds to Johnny's violence renders 
visible the complexity of her nocturnal charm. She has taken upon herself the 
seductive power of the night, in part because she felt she had no other alterna-
tive, in part because erotic self-display is what she enjoys. Like Phyllis in Double 
Indemnity, she is willing to risk everything, even if this means she will get hurt 
herself. But in contrast to Phyllis - and therein lies the significant difference 
between the tragic and the comic noir tone - her performance of feminine 
infamy has actually opened the eyes of her faithless lover. Faced with an enact-
ment of his worse fantasies,Johnny has not only utterly lost control. He resorts 
to a slap in the face not a shot in the heart, and is thus able to wake up from his 
dream of an all-encompassingjealousy. When they meet for the last time in the 
casino, Gilda is no longer wearing a glamorous evening gown. She is soberly 
dressed for the quotidian life in America she is about to return to.Johnny hum-
bly asks her to take him with her, and relieved, she accepts. No further excuses 
are necessary, because as they walk arm in arm into the lit corridor at the end 
of the hall, the film ends. The transition into the mutual everyday they are 
about to embark on remains beyond our sight, which means that perhaps a new 
carnival is about to begin in post-war America. 

According toJaney Place, film noir should be read as a 'male fantasy' and the 
femme fatale as the mythic 'dark lady, the spider woman, the evil seductress who 
tempts man and brings about his destruction', and who has been haunting our 
image repertoire since Eve and Pandora. Yet Place stresses a poignant contra-
diction. Even while film noir offers a stage for the dangerous woman, embel-
lishing her seduction and her desire for power, it also relentlessly plays out her 
demise. This is because 'the myth of the strong, sexually aggressive woman first 
allows sensuous expression of her dangerous power and its frightening results, 
and then destroys it, thus expressing repressed concerns of the female threat to 
male dominance'(Place, 1980, p. 35). Yet, looking at Gilda one might also say 
that even though she loses her nocturnal allure on the diegetic level (she allows 
herself to be denigrated by her husband) and on the visual level (Rita Hayworth 's 
sexuality is ultimately domesticated as she exchanges her strapless nightclub 
gown for a sober tweed costume), the fascinating power she embodies remains 
until the end. The restitution her taming is meant to bring about is inevitably 
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riddled with fissures . Throughout the film, Gilda, like other femmes fatales, 
successfully undermined the hegemonic morality of family values prevalent 
in the post-war period. Even though her glamorous life in a nightclub in Argen-
tina ultimately comes to an abrupt end, her transgressions against masculine 
authority - her shameless enjoyment of her public self-display as well as her 
insistence to beat her jealous husband at his own game - is what tarries in our 
memory. As Sylvia Harvey notes, 'Despite the ritual punishment of acts of trans-
gression, the vitality with these acts are endowed produces an excess of mean-
ing which cannot finally be contained. Narrative resolutions cannot recuperate 
their subversive significance' (1998, p. 31). 

Poised between the tragic femme fatale and her comic counterpoint, film noir, 
however, offers a third position: the female investigator. Even if women only 
rarely work as police officers or detectives in the films Hollywood produced in 
the 1940s and 1950s, we find in film noir heroines seeking to light out the dark 
net of intrigue they find themselves embroiled in. Significantly they often find 
themselves at the navel of this fantasy scenario. Alone in her luxurious New 
York apartment, we once again encounter the actress Barbara Stanwyck in Sorry, 
Wrong Number (1948), this time playing the hysteric invalid Leona, daughter of 
a wealthy businessman. Dressed in her elegant lace night gown she is waiting in 
vain for her husband Henry (Burt Lancaster) to come home. Resting comfort-
ably on the bed she has not left for months, she tries one last time to call him at 
his office. Because the line continues to be busy, she is about to hang up, when 
she suddenly hears the voices of two strangers, telling each other that a woman 
will be murdered at a quarter past eleven. While the police, whom she immedi-
ately calls, can do nothing with her meagre information, Leona persists in 
thinking about the strange conversation she overheard, not knowing that her 
husband has secretly left the city because he is, in fact, the man who ordered 
the murder and she is the intended victim. 

Her bed emerges as the control station in a double voyage of discovery, 
because in solving the mystery of Henry's absence she also solves the question 
of her own lethal desire. We see the first signs of fear as she begins to breathe 
more heavily, while wiping beads of sweat from her brow with her lace handker-
chief. Nevertheless she is, at this point, still able to get up from her bed, to fetch 
the note-pad from her desk, where her servant has written down the calls that 
came in that day for her husband. There she finds the name of her former col-
lege roommate Sally and her face begins to beam. She proudly remembers how, 
many years ago, she lIsed her charms and guile to steal Henry from her and 
marry him herself. Leona's ambition, we slowly discover, had always consisted in 
getting what she had imagined for herself, and in this unwillingness to give way 
on her desire Barbara Stanwyck recalls her performance of Phyllis Dietrichson. 
Sally's voice, reaching out to Leona through the telephone, pits a picture of the 
collateral damage her friend's ruthless egotism has produced in her husband 
against this initial self-confidence. In order to gain financial independence 
from his wife, Henry has got himself involved in the illegal trade of prescription 
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drugs. Initially, Leona decides not to believe her former friend. Only when she 
receives the telegram from her husband telling her that he will not be home for 
the next two days, does she fall into a state of emotional disarray, in which terror 
is mingled with masochistic pleasure. 

As her perfectly coiffed hair slowly comes undone, her breath grows heavier 
and her face comes to be covered with pearls of sweat, Leona clearly enjoys the 
state of abandonment she suddenly finds herself in. Relying utterly on her own 
will power, yet without leaving her bed, she uses the telephone to follow the 
lead Sally has given her, as though she were a detective in her own case. As the 
night breaks in, she is able to call forth confessions from her various interlocu-
tors, which we are shown as flashbacks, so that we share with her the film unfold-
ing before her inner eye. What this reveals, against the backdrop of a dark night 
enfolding her with its darkness, is the story about her husbands transgressions, 
as he followed his dark American dream. He has not only been trading illegally 
with drugs stolen from her father's pharmaceutical company, but also with her 
life. Believing her to be suffering from a fatal heart disease, Henry had hoped 
to raise money on her life insurance. Once he discovered, however, that her 
physical disability was purely hysteric, he decided to hire a contract killer, so as 
to cash in on her inheritance. Although this is a reversal of the scheme from 
Double Indemnity, it is still fruitful to read Leona as a femme fatale. While she is not 
the instigator but rather the victim of murder, her actions also have fatal 
consequences that hinge upon her willingness to acknowledge the fatality of 
her unyielding desire. 

With the help of the voices she hears through the telephone, Leona is able to 
reconstruct not only her husband's crimes but more importantly her own 
egotistic blindness. She is forced to recognize that her hysteria not only called 
forth her husband's lethal desire to be rid of her. As in the case of Gilda, danc-
ing her mock striptease, we can also call this enactment of the hysteric body 
noir, because it, too, focuses on the destructive side of modern feminine subjec-
tivity. Leone is forced to concede that she had staged her own physical fragility 
in order to impose her will on her husband, regardless of the consequences. 
Her own vanity thus emerges as the origin of her tragic fate, since obliquely she 
is herself responsible for the murderous contract Henry committed himself to. 
If her unconditional egotism had always been nourished by her fear that Henry 
would leave her, she now experiences this fantasy to excess. She discovers that 
he is even willing to kill and thus rid himself of her, in order to cover up his 
shady deals. At the same time her husband was not alone in using deception in 
order to keep up the illusion of success. Leona's hysteria, after all, is also a form 
of life-sustaining deception, only one in which she has been using her illness 
to manipulate her husband and feed her egotistical ambitions. Like Billy 
Wilder's femme fatale, so brilliantly enacted by the same actress, Leona will pay 
with her life for the, conviction that she must not renounce her desire for self-
determination. 
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The bitter irony of Litvak's film noir is that because his femme fatale insists on 
the fantasy of being ill, and thus entitled to force her husband to comply with 
her wishes, she not only signs her own death sentence but also his. During their 
final telephone conversation Henry begs her to leave her bed and call out for 
help, only for her to refuse, In this intense state of vulnerability she continues 
to be driven by her ruthless will power. After all, to refuse to prohibit the 
murder her husband has designed for her is not a sign of resignation. Refusing 
to accept survival at the cost of giving up her self-image emerges as the grandi-
ose apotheosis of a fanatical dream of modern feminine self-determination . 
Like other femmes fatales, Leona holds the thread to her life in her own hand, 
even while the voice of the contract killer signals the end of all noir dreams. 
Having realized that the police have caught up with him, Henry had called back 
his wife, because her death was now unnecessary. The voice that answers his call 
replies 'Sorry, wrong number' , the code to indicate to him that the murder had 
been successfully completed. Only now this message is also a code for the fact 
that Leona continues to possess her husband even from beyond death , Henry 
will also not escape his due punishment, in this case not just for theft but for 
murder. As Litvak's Sorry, Wrong Number moves towards midnight, not only fate 
but also justice catches up with all the nocturnal players. 

The three femmes fatales chosen as paradigmatic examples for the way the noir 
heroine inhabits the nocturnal world allow one to draw the following typology. 
At one extreme we have Phyllis Dietrichson , ready to accept all risks in order to 
enforce her dangerous desire for self-determination. She thus comes to repre-
sent an inescapable necessity of fate born in and borne Iry the night. In the 
centre position we find Gilda, who stands for a more mirthful game of decep-
tion and self-delusion. This queen of nightclubs trusts in the transformatory 
power of the night, in order to force her blinded lover to wake up from his 
fantasy of jealousy. She plays for him the role of infamous seductress he desires, 
in order, in the end, to unveil the spectacle of the f emme fatale as the embodi-
ment of an imaginary creature. This imaginary being is drawn out of the dark-
ness of the casino stage explicitly by a spot light, implicitly by her lover. At the 
other extreme we find Leona, holding onto her dream in bodily incapacitation 
with such tenacity because her life is fatefully entwined with it. In all cases, rec-
ognizing the necessity of fate, and with it the demise of their dreams (even if 
not always their lives) these femmes fatales insist on not giving way on their desire, 
even if - as in the two versions performed by Barbara Stanwyck - they prefer the 
freedom of death over a return to a new day. In all cases what is significant is 
that they know of the dark side of fantasy work, indeed are willing to respond to 
its lethal call, even while in so doing they are neither innocent nor blind. Instead 
they cultivate a vigilance in the night, which film noir casts as the dark side of 
modernity. 

While the femme fatale embodies to the gender discontent of post-war 
America, contingent upon the fact that neither the veterans returning from the 
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front nor the women sent home from the work force could return to social 
conditions prevalent before the war, the cultural association between feminin-
ity and the night discloses a crisis of the American dream already prevalent in 
lhe historical period leading up to the Second World War. While the gangster 
films of the 1930s function as a trope for the dangers of capitalist expansion at 
all cost gone awry, film noir casts the night as the dark side of modernity to 
uncover the cultural limitation placed on modernism's project for universal 
emancipation, progress and prosperity in anticipation of a community to come. 
At the same time, it also reveals a side of modern subjectivity which resists col-
lective advancement, by pitting a noir hero, riddled with transgressive ambi-
tions as well as paranoid delusions against a femme fatale, who takes modernism's 
claim for unrestrained self-definition to an extreme, and in so doing finds her-
self in conflict not only with communal needs but also all personal sense of 
survival. The resilient ingenuity with which American women got the United 
States out of the Depression and through the Second World War, has as its flip 
side an equally resilient drive towards freedom, aimed not at sustaining the 
home, in the name of which the war was fought, but rather sustaining a dream 
of unencumbered individuality antagonistic to the home. In the context of 
post-war social and economic realities, film noir not only paints a claustropho-
bic world in which crime emerges as perhaps the one sure way to attain the 
freedom, prosperity and happiness upon which the American Dream is 
grounded on, but also shows the irrevocable limit of this dream. If breaking 
into wealth by virtue of crime means breaking out of the social world, it is 
straight down the line for all involved. The only possible way of breaking free 
from the forms of imprisonment noir's heroes and heroines fight against is 
death. 

Such criminalization of the American Dream undermines the optimism of 
modernity's emancipatory project and yet it thrives on the same vitality. The 
heroes and heroines of the nocturnal world of film noir insist on walking 
towards their dreams by facing, and ultimately embracing the fatality of this 
desire. That they die in the process puts into question not the dream itself, but 
the conditions under which it is realizable. Crime culture not only reflects post-
war political paranoia and economic corruption, but also serves as a trope for 
what it means to resist the totalizing drive of ideology, by trusting in the most 
seminal of all-American values: individual self-reliance. As such it testifies not to 
the death of the American Dream but to its aporia. To insist on walking steadily 
towards ones dreams, regardless of all hindrances, means walking not towards 
a shared future community but towards a radical individualism which can never 
be part of this communality. The death film noir's heroes and heroines find 
at the end of this path is the price American culture must pay to reinstall the 
cultural necessity of consensus and community. On screen, the dark side of 
modernity is not only revealing but cathartic, a necessary cultural intervention 
in the reality of American violence - one we can only try to mitigate but can 
never block out. 
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Note 

I See also Bronfen, 2004. For an overall discussion of the emergence and develop-
ment of film noir, see Naremore, 1998, as well as Phil Hardy's discussion of the 
change in women's economic and social power brought on by the onset of war 
(Hardy, 1997, pp. 130-1) . See also Walker, 1994, for a discussion of the historical 
context of film noir. 


